Disc Golf Tournament Rules
Revised August 2015

Tournament Information
Men’s and women’s disc golf tournament will take place on Sunday, October 4th. Complete rules are available at imleagues.com/wsu. All games will be played at the Sunnyside Disc Golf Course (147 SW Cedar St, Pullman, WA 99163). Schedules will be posted online at imleagues.com/wsu. Individuals are responsible for checking their own schedules.

Tournament Rules

1. Disc golf is played like ball golf, but using a flying disc. One point is counted each time the disc is thrown and when a penalty is incurred. The object is to acquire the lowest score.

2. Tee throws must be completed within or behind the designated tee area.

3. After the tee-off the thrown disc must be left where it came to rest until a marker disc is placed on the playing surface between the hole and the disc, directly in line with the hole, touching the thrown disc.

4. After the tee-off the player whose disc is farthest from the hole always throws first. The player with the least amount of throws on the previous hole is the first to tee-off on the next hole.

5. Fairway throws must be made with the foot closest to the hole on the lie. The other foot may be no closer to the hole than the lie. A run-up and normal follow-through, after release, is allowed.

6. With 10 yards of the pole, a player may not step past the point of his or her lie in making their putt. Falling, or jumping, is not allowed.

7. A disc that comes to rest, not on top of, the pole hole basket constitutes successful completion of that hole.

8. A player may not move, alter, bend or hold back any part of a tree or bush between the lie and the hole. However the player may obtain relief from casual water, loose leaves or debris, broken branches no longer connected to tree, or motor vehicles.

9. A thrown disc that hits another player, spectator, or animal shall be played where it comes to rest.

10. Any disc that comes to rest more than 6 ft above the ground (stuck in a tree) is considered unplayable. After declaring an unplayable lie the disc must be thrown from the new lie on the ground, directly underneath the unplayable lie (1 throw penalty).

11. A disc shall be declared lost if the player cannot locate it within three minutes after arriving at the spot where it was last seen.

12. A throw that lands out of bounds must be played from where the disc went out of bounds. Over a fence, in the road and across the road is out of bounds (1 throw penalty).

13. Do not throw until the players ahead of you are out of range. If people are on the fairway, call “fore” to let them know that you are playing through.

Scoring
At the completion of play all teams are to sign and attest their respective scorecards and turn them into the Tournament Director. Each scorecard must have the signature of the scorer as well as a signature from the participating team.
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